Earth's mantle are typically modelled as a solitary bodies, ascending vertically and uninfluenced by neighboring diapirs. However, laboratory experilnents and basic theory suggest that two or more rising diapirs can become attracted to each other, thereby influencing their ascent trajectory such that they cluster and possibly coalesce. Clustering is controlled by the horizontal and vertical separation between diapirs, as well as their relative sizes. This phenomena has implications for the origins of large igneous provinces as well as the Earth's long-wavelength hotspot distribution.
Laboratory Experiments
The phenomena of diapir attraction occurs naturally in simple Rayleigh-Taylor experiments wherein a heavy viscous fluid overlies a thinner, less viscous and less dense fluid. To isolate and examine this phenomena we also performed experiments where the distance between the plumes could be controlled.
a Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. showed strong diapir attraction, one diapir always lead the other by a significant distance (Figure 2 ). In one.
run, the two diapirs coalesced before reaching the surface of the tank. In the two runs which showed no noticeable interaction, neither diapir lead the other as the diapirs formed simultaneously and ascended at nearly the same rate.
Discussion of Experiments
Our experiments suggest that the vertical separation between diapirs is one of the primary criteria for clustering. For the diapirs to show any attraction, one of the two needed to be slightly higher than the other, by at least I cm. Total separation between diapirs also controlled attraction; diapirs displayed little interaction when separated by more than 3.4 cm. In the RayleighTaylor experiments, attraction was apparent only when the leading diapir formed and, approximatey 5 minutes later, a second trailing diapir formed nearby.
Theory
In this section we theoretically examine diapir clustering by considering the interaction between two as- [Batchelor, 1967] 
